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Abstract: Cloud storage has been widely used to team work or cooperation devel-
opment. Data owners set up groups, generating and uploading their data to cloud
storage, while other users in the groups download and make use of it, which is
called group data sharing. As all kinds of cloud service, data group sharing also
suffers from hardware/software failures and human errors. Provable Data Posses-
sion (PDP) schemes are proposed to check the integrity of data stored in cloud
without downloading. However, there are still some unmet needs lying in auditing
group shared data. Researchers propose four issues necessary for a secure group
shared data auditing: public verification, identity privacy, collusion attack resis-
tance and traceability. However, none of the published work has succeeded in
achieving all of these properties so far. In this paper, we propose a novel block-
chain-based ring signature PDP scheme for group shared data, with an instance
deployed on a cloud server. We design a linkable ring signature method called
Linkable Homomorphic Authenticable Ring Signature (LHARS) to implement
public anonymous auditing for group data. We also build smart contracts to resist
collusion attack in group auditing. The security analysis and performance evalua-
tion prove that our scheme is both secure and efficient.
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1 Introduction

Number of companies and developers turning to cloud service has been growing rapidly in recent years
[1,2]. Other than individual users, these enterprise and corporate customers usually work in groups, sharing
data with each other. What is more, this exchange of data may sometimes occur among entities across various
domains for co-operated research, making use of cloud storage service.

One of the most compelling topics for cloud data is its integrity. Group sharing makes it even more
complicate. One group member, which we call it data owner, generates some dataset and uploads it to
cloud. The others can access the data and make use of it, which are called data users. To data users, they
cannot ensure whether data corruption is due to hardware/software failure, human errors of data owner or
some malicious attacks. What makes things even worse, cloud service providers may conceal corruptions
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from users [3], to avoid their responsibilities and maintain business reputation. Thus, group data sharing
brings in more variables for trust between members. A method for group data verification is much needed.

There has been a few of works focusing on checking data correctness in cloud storage. An intuitive
approach easy to call up is to retrieve the datasets from cloud and verify some kind of signatures (e.g.,
RSA) or collision-resistant hash values (MD5, SHA-256, etc.). Even though this method and some
improved works [4,5] fulfill the basic demands of data verification, it seems more and more unaffordable
since the scale of cloud data has become too large in past few years [6,7]. So, a new idea has been
proposed: data owners compute specially designed digital signatures (called “tags”) for their data
partitioned into blocks, and verifiers check the integrity of cloud data using tags and some intermediate
results based on data blocks, which are offered by cloud storage. This method is called Provable Data
Possession (PDP) [8].

Quite a few following works [9–12] paid attention to the topic of employing independent verifier
(neither data owner nor cloud service provider) to execute the process of integrity proof verification,
which is called public verification, or public auditing. Choosing public auditing may have various
reasons, but there are two main ones: on one hand, most users turn to cloud service to save time and
money, which means that they may have no enough computation and storage source in local devices,
even no enough cryptographic knowledge necessary for executing PDP verification; on the other hand,
private verification is a kind of unilateral verification. If user comes up with a negative result “the data is
corrupted”, cloud service may dispute it. Public verification can solve these two problems. Wang et al. [9]
proposed a privacy-preserving solution which ensured that public verifiers cannot infer the original
content of challenged data blocks. In other words, it enables zero-knowledge integrity proving. This point
is especially important when public verifier is Third Party Auditor (TPA), or any other data user to whom
the owner has not decided to disclose the data. Based on this work, some researchers [13–18] continued
to improve various aspects including application scenarios and security. Unfortunately, few works notice
the significant difference between personal data and group shared data.

The most striking feature of group data is its sharing among multiple users. Although the basic public
auditing scheme can be extended to group scenario, there exists an often-ignored privacy issue involved in
data sharing, which we call it identity privacy. To illustrate what is identity privacy, we take an instance as
follows. Alice and Bob work together in the same group, relying on cloud service to share data. The shared
data is organized following some certain pattern, such as blocks or records. Alice generates a data block mi

and becomes its owner. She signs the block with her private key and generates a tag necessary for data
auditing. The data user, Bob, wants to make sure whether the data block is intact before downloading it.
He challenges the block and authorizes a public verifier to check the integrity proof from cloud. Then,
according to the basic auditing scheme, the verifier should use the public key of data owner for proof
verification. What is more, if Bob modifies a data block, he should resign the block and upload the new
tag. Next time, public verifiers will use his public key to check the integrity of this block. It can be easily
inferred that a public verifier is able to obtain the information about the ownership correlation between
data blocks and group members. Furthermore, as time goes on, a public verifier will eventually learn the
details of which data block is accessed and modified by a certain user, since public keys reveal identities
of group members. Finally, the ownership and behavior of group members, a necessary part of privacy,
are undoubtedly leaked to public verifiers.

This privacy leaking may bring in unpredictable consequences. Considering a scenario of data assets
transaction, Alice and Bob are two entities exchanging their data. Bob wants to know whether the data he
will buy is intact. Due to the specificity of data assets, Alice needs a convincing integrity verification
scheme that does not require Bob to download the challenged data blocks. It seems that the best way is to
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turn to a public verifier. However, those auditing schemes with no identity privacy preserving, will reveal
valuable information of this transaction: who at which time tries to access whose data.

Wang et al. focused on group auditing and proposed a series of schemes [19,20] to solve the problem.
They firstly proposed Knox [19], a group data auditing scheme based on group signatures. Knox relies on a
“group manager” to control key generation and signature tracking for all users. It is no doubt that this
centralized administrator will raise concerns about key and privacy disclosure. To remedy this defect,
again the same authors proposed Oruta [20], using ring signature in the process of generating tags, in
order to hide the identity of data owner from public verifier. Thus, we can say this scheme has enabled
anonymous data auditing.

However, Oruta ignored an important issue in group data sharing: how to prevent members from
malicious activities. Anonymous auditing brings another serious problem, that group members may deny
some harmful or incorrect data they uploaded. What is more, when some member quit group, there needs
solution to dispose of its data blocks. Since the identities of data owners are kept in secret, we need a
convincing mechanism to make sure the quit member is indeed the data owner, not just on one side of
the story.

Recently, blockchain-based PDP schemes draw attention of researchers. Han et al. [21] noticed the risk
brought by untrusted TPA, but they made a mistake in the smart contract design that allowed CSP to perform
replay attacks. Yuan et al. [22] introduced identity-based cryptography into blockchain-based PDP scheme,
to avoid the complex certificate management caused by the public key infrastructure. Li et al. [23] tried to add
cryptocurrencies to PDP scheme to promote TPA to be more active. And work [24] made some fine attempts
in cloud-edge computation scenario. These works proved that blockchain-based PDP is practical, but lacked
a full-featured solution to solve the problem of group data auditing.

To solve aforementioned problems, we design a novel blockchain-based anonymous public auditing
scheme for group shared data. We choose ring signature for block tag construction to achieve fully
privacy-preserving data auditing, and smart contracts to reduce manual intervention and possible
repudiation. We utilize distributed ledger to store block tags for better reliability, and more impartial
verification.

Contribution. 1) We introduce a construction of blockchain-based PDP scheme, which enables
anonymous integrity verification via smart contract. 2) We propose a novel linkable ring signature tag
generation method to protect identity privacy. 3) We analyze the security of our proposed scheme and
evaluate its performance.

2 Problem Statement

In this section, we firstly describe the framework of cloud-chain integrated auditing system and its
security model. Then aiming at the requirements for low performance devices network and security
threat, we propose design goals to instruct the following scheme construction. Finally, we give the
description of some preliminaries.

2.1 System Model

A system model of blockchain-based group data auditing is shown in Fig. 1. There are three kinds of
entities and a blockchain network involved in group data auditing: a group of users, cloud service
provider and public verifiers. Different from the work of [14], our scheme does not need to divide users
into the original one and newcomers. All the users work in one group and each of them is allowed to
access the shared data. Public verifier, role often taken by third-party auditor, can also be any other
entities that have no interests involved in data to be audited. Cloud service provider offers storage for
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shared data, but not like previous works, it does not store meta data used for verification. Distributed ledger of
blockchain network take over this duty instead. All of the three entities join in blockchain network and
manage shared data via smart contracts.

The process of data auditing scheme in blockchain network is as follows. A group member send an
auditing request to cloud service provider by invoking functions defined in smart contracts. The public
verifier, playing the role of endorsement node in blockchain network, validate the request, including
whether challenged data exists. After auditing request is accepted by blockchain network, cloud service
provider compute integrity proof and send it by invoking smart contracts. The submission of integrity
proof is wrapped as some kind of blockchain transaction, thus its verification can be naturally imbedded
in the process of endorsement. Once public verifiers verify the integrity, they attach their endorsement to
the proof, promoting the whole network accept it. In this way, the challenge-response PDP scheme has
been transformed into the execution process of smart contracts.

2.2 Threat Model

Except the most basic threats of data corruption as in single user scenario, we also notice that there are
other risks particularly lying in the situation of group data auditing.

Collusion Attack. Multiple-user structure of group members bring in new risks rooted in interactions
among different entities. Entities participating in data auditing may collude to achieve certain purpose.
For instance, data user may collude with verifiers to repudiate cloud storage or data owner, slandering the
status of data stored in cloud. On the contrary, cloud service provider and public verifiers can also be
complicit in concealing data corruption. Furthermore, data owner may speak on the side of cloud service
provider, trying to disprove the adverse verification results made by verifiers and get users to accept its data.

Privacy Leakage. First of all, the owner-member relationship of cloud data is a kind of privacy to the
group. Secondly, the identity of user who sends integrity auditing request, including meta data updating
caused by data dynamics, should also be considered as secret and confidential information. Two aspects
are both indispensable. Without proper identity shielding, a public verifier who engage in auditing work
for the same group for a long time, can easily collect enough information to form activity records of
every group member. These records can reveal which member accesses and modifies what kind of data at
which time, and is able to allow a malicious attacker to distinguish valuable targets.

2.3 Design Goals

Taking aforementioned key points into account, we plan to design a blockchain-based PDP scheme with
following features:

Figure 1: Tag generation time
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1) Public Auditing: A public verifier is able check data integrity without retrieving any or part of the
original content from cloud storage.

2) Non-repudiation: The final decision on integrity verification is impartial and authentic. That is to say,
the possibility of successful arbitrary manipulation of auditing results via collusion attack is
negligible.

3) Identity Unforgeability: Valid meta data can only be generated by group member, using correct private
and public keys. Any external or internal parties trying impersonate some group member cannot pass
the integrity verification.

4) Privacy-Preserving: Public verifier cannot reveal owner identity of the data blocks it checks, or the
identity of group member who requires the auditing.

3 A New Ring Signature Scheme

On the basis of previous works [9], we found that tags, the most important component of meta data for
data integrity verification, are essentially various digital signatures that all have the property of zero-
knowledge in common. The reason that most previous schemes failed to support privacy-preserving
group auditing is the signature schemes adopted have no corresponding mechanism. Therefore, we
choose ring signatures to protect ownership privacy and sensitive activity information for user group.

Unfortunately, most ring signature schemes are not suited for directly used in public verification.
Because these schemes are usually designed for message authentication, whose key difference from those
for public verifiable PDP is the absence of support for blockless verifiability. Directly sending data blocks
to auditors is not only inefficient for communication overhead, but also contrary to the purpose of privacy
preserving.

Taking the aforementioned factors into consideration, we design a new linkable homomorphic
authenticable ring signature (LHARS) scheme adapted to group shared data PDP. It is extended from a
classic ring signature scheme [25]. In the following chapters, we will introduce how the new scheme
supports properties necessary for privacy-preserving public PDP via some critical alteration.

3.1 Preliminary

Bilinear Maps

Let G1 and G2 be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order q and g1; g2 be their generators
respectively. Bilinear map e:G1 �G2 ! GT holds properties as follows:

Bilinearity: for all u 2 G1; v 2 G2, a; b 2 Zq, there holds eðua; vbÞ ¼ eðu; vÞab.
Non-degeneracy: eðg1; g2Þ 6¼ 1.

Computability: there exists an efficient algorithm for computing mapping e in polynomial time.

Security Assumptions

Our scheme is built on two important security assumptions as follows:

Computational Diffie-Hellman Assumption: Consider a cyclic group G of prime order q. Choose g as a
random generator of G and random elements a; b from Zq. Given ðg; ga; gbÞ, it is computationally
intractable to compute value of gab.

Discrete Logarithm Assumption: Consider a cyclic group G of order q. For any random element a; b of
G, an integer k 2 Zq that solves the equation bk ¼ a is termed a discrete logarithm. If q is a sufficiently large
prime number, computing k in polynomial time is hard.
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Linkable Ring Signature

Signature generated in blockchain network has been proved to be practical by work [26,27]. But not all
kinds of digital signatures are proper to design a PDP scheme. Ring signature was firstly introduced in 2001,
whose name comes from its ring-like structure of signature algorithm. Ring signature is a kind of digital
signature that can be performed by any member in a set of users connected by shared keys. And verifiers
can learn whether the signature comes from certain set of users by checking its validity. One of the most
distinctive securities of ring signature is that it is highly computationally infeasible to determine the real
signer identity. The member group used to sign ring signature can be easily set without additional setup,
which makes the scheme well suited for ad hoc group.

High anonymity brings in another problem: for a user, how to prove a certain signature is signed by itself
without breaking the anonymity? Linkable ring signature solves the problem. Linkability means, two
signatures signed by the same user can be proved to have some kind of link, which is called the
signatures are linked.

3.2 Constructions of LHARS

The construction of LHAR consists of three components: KeyGen, SigSign, SigVerify.

KeyGen is the setup phase of whole scheme and each member of group should invoke it to generate their
own private and public keys. SigSign is the algorithm used by user to generate signature for data block, with
user private/public keys and a ring extracted from all the public keys of group members. SigVerify helps a
public verifier not only to check the integrity of a data block, but also whether its signature is signed by a
group member. Algorithms of LHARS build the basis of privacy-preserving PDP for group shared data,
which will be introduced in the next section.

KeyGen. Let G1 and G2 be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order q and g1; g2 be their generators
respectively. Let e:G1 �G2 ! GT be bilinear map. Choose two different collision-resistant hash functions
that fulfill H1: ð0; 1Þ� ! Zq and H2: ð0; 1Þ� ! G1. The group chooses a private-public key pair for
submission as p Zq; % ¼ gp2 .

For each user ui, pick random element xi  Zq as its own private key, and compute the public key
following yi ¼ gxi1 .

SigSign. Denote the total number of current members in group as d. The public keys of group members
are ðy1; y2; . . . ; ydÞ. For a data block m, owner uj computes ring signature in the following way:

1) Pick ðn� 1Þ public keys randomly from all the group members to form a n-member key ring
L ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞ; 1 � j � n.

2) Compute h ¼ H2ðLÞ. And ~y ¼ hxj .
3) Choose random element k Zq, and compute

cjþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; gk1; hkÞ
4) For other ui; i 6¼ j in ring L, pick random element si  Zq and compute

ciþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; gsi1 ycii ; hsi~yciÞ
5) Finally, compute

sj ¼ k� xici

t ¼ ðc1gm1 Þp
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The whole signature for data block m is r ¼ ðc1; s1; . . . ; sn; ~y; tÞ.
SigVerify. For a given data block m, corresponding ring L and signature r ¼ ðc1; s1; . . . ; sn; ~y; tÞ, a

public verifier checks the validity of signature as follows:

Reconstructs part of the signatures: when 1 � i � n� 1, compute

z0i ¼ gsi1 y
ci
i ; z

00
i ¼ hsi~yci ; c0iþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; z0i; z

00
i Þ

After that, compute ~c1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; z0n; z00nÞ.
Then check the equation eð~c1gm1 ; %Þ ¼ eðt; g2Þ. If it holds, accept the signature; otherwise, reject.

3.3 Security of LHARS

Denition 1 (Unforgeability). Let RSOðL; mÞ be a signing oracle that accept any inputs as public keys
L ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞ and block m, produces ring signature r which is checked by the signature verification
algorithm SigVerify. Denote the verification as VðL; m; rÞ. An LHARS signature scheme is unforgeable if,
for any PPT (Probabilistic Polynomial-Time) adversary A with a chosen ring L, construct inequation

Pr VðL; m; rÞ ¼ 1; ARSOðLÞ� � � EðkÞ
For any polynomial E, the inequation holds. That is to say, with sufficient large prime order, the

probability of forging a LHARS signature is negligible.

Definition 2 (Signer Ambiguity). An LHARS signature scheme is signer ambiguous if for any PPT
algorithm E, on inputs of any message m, any list L of n public keys, any set of t private keys
S ¼ ðx̂1; x̂2; . . . ; x̂tÞ, as well as any valid signature r on L and m signed by user uj, the probability of
extracting user uj from r is

Pr½EðL; m; S; rÞ ! uj� ¼
E

1

n� t
� 1

QðkÞ ;
1

n� t
þ 1

QðkÞ
� �

; x̂j =2 S and 0 � t, n� 1

. 1� 1

QðkÞ ; o:w:

8>><
>>:

for any polynomial QðkÞ.
The formula above implies an important fact: if the private key of real signer has not been leaked, its

identity is as safe as any other undisclosed member; key exposures of other members will not directly
reveal the signer identity, but weaken its security.

Definition 3 (Linkability). Let L ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞ be a list of n public keys, ðm1; r1Þ; ðm2; r2Þ are
two messages with valid signatures respectively generated on L. Denote the signers of r1; r2 are u1; u2. An
LHARS scheme is linkable if there exist a PPT algorithm F , that outputs 1/0 with probability

Pr½Fðm1; m2; r1; r2Þ ¼ 0: u1 ¼ u2� � EðkÞ
Pr½Fðm1; m2; r1; r2Þ ¼ 1: u1 6¼ u2� � EðkÞ
for all sufficiently large k, u1; u2 2 L.

4 Blockchain-Based Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing Scheme

4.1 Reliable Signature Storage

An issue that has not been addressed in the past is that, since signature on block is the main and unique
evidence for integrity verification, how to ensure retrieving authentic block signature concerns the security of
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the whole public PDP scheme. In traditional PDP schemes [9], signatures are often stored in cloud storage.
When checking integrity, the cloud service provider extracts signatures from its own storage. Unfortunately,
just like any centralized solution, cloud signature storage also suffers from data corruption. What is more,
encountered with verification failure result, cloud service provider may argue that this is only the
consequence of corrupted signature.

To ensure the correctness of signatures and support data dynamics, previous works adopt Merkle Hash
Tree (MHT) to manage the corresponding relationship between blocks and signatures. Maintaining the
additional data structure brings in complex imbalance problem. Similarly, using MHT stored in cloud
cannot determine whether it is the data block or the signature corrupted.

To solve this problem, we exploit a novel blockchain-based solution, which makes use of distributed
ledger. Blockchain platforms such as Hyperledger Fabric offer two kinds of storage: one is the sequenced,
tamper-resistant record of all the transactions in the past; the other is so-called world-state database that
maintains the current state of digital asset. In our proposal, we define a signature as the “state” of
responding block. The world-state storage keeps the signatures of every block in the form of key-value
database. In our proposal, data operations are wrapped as transactions which lead to transitions of
signatures. The sequenced records of blockchain transactions have immutability so that the states of
blocks, as the results of such transitions, is also authentic. Tracing back a block to its credible operation
records can help reconstruct its signature. In this way, we ensure that blockchain-based signature storage
is reliable.

Discussion. Revisit the structure of an LHARS signature r ¼ ðc1; s1; . . . ; sn; ~y; tÞ on block m.
Consider that m is an element of Zq and r contains nþ 2 elements of G1, one element of G2 where
G1; G2 are cyclic groups with order q. That is to say, the size of every LHARS ring signature is
ðnþ 3Þ � jqj bits. But a closer observation will reveal that the part ðc1; s1; . . . ; sn; ~yÞ of signature only
relies on the public key ring and random element k chosen by signer so that different blocks uploaded in
the same assignment can share the common part. Denote the number of blocks sharing the same
ðc1; s1; . . . ; sn; ~yÞ as kp, and the size of ring signatures can be reduced from kpðnþ 3Þ � jqj bits to
ðnþ 2þ kpÞ � jqj bits.

4.2 Construction of Our Proposal

In this part, we will present our proposed new privacy-preserving group PDP scheme in details, not only
the algorithms, but also the process of executing smart contracts. Our scheme consists of five modules:
KeyGen, SigGen, Update, ProofGen, ProofVerify.

The relationship of different modules in blockchain-based group PDP scheme is shown in Fig. 2. Each
member of group should invoke KeyGen to generate their own private and public keys. Before uploading a
data block, data owner uses SigGen for generating ring signature (called “tags”). The algorithm of Update is
the complement of SigGen, for deleting or adapting data blocks. The tags, used as evidence for checking
integrity proof, are stored in blockchain ledger. ProofGen is algorithm operated by cloud service provider
in order to generate aggregated signature proof in response to challenge. Public verifiers can check the
correctness of proof by invoking ProofVerify. There are also request and informing modules in the figure,
which are system service used by user and CSP provided by blockchain platform. And we omit their
details in the following construction.
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� Basic Verification

KeyGen. Let G1 and G2 be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order q and g1; g2 be their generators
respectively. Let e:G1 �G1 ! G2 be bilinear map. Choose two different collision-resistant hash functions
that fulfill H1: ð0; 1Þ� ! Zq and H2: ð0; 1Þ� ! G1. The group chooses a private-public key pair for
submission as p Zq; % ¼ gp2

For each user ui, pick random element xi  Zq as its own private key, and compute the public key
following yi ¼ gxi1 .

SigGen. Denote the total number of current members in group as d. The public keys of group members
are ðy1; y2; . . . ; ydÞ. Given a data block m to be uploaded, its owner uj computes its ring signature in
following way:

1) Pick ðn� 1Þ users randomly from all the group members to form a n-member ring
L ¼ ðu1; u2; . . . ; unÞ; 1 � j � n.

2) Compute h ¼ H2ðLÞ. And ~y ¼ hxj .
3) Choose random element k Zq, and compute

cjþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; gk1; hkÞ
4) For other ui; i 6¼ j in ring L, pick random element si  Zq and compute

ciþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; gsi1 ycii ; hsi~yciÞ
5) Finally, compute

sj ¼ k� xici

t ¼ ðc1gm1 Þp

Finally, the signature for data block m is r ¼ ðc1; s1; . . . ; sn; ~y; tÞ.
ProofGen. Considering the case of challenging K blocks with indices ðidx1; idx2; . . . ; idxKÞ; K � 1,

generate aggregated zero-knowledge proof. The procedures follow the steps below:

1) Challenger picks K random element ðcidx1 ; cidx2 ; . . . ; cidxK Þ from Zq. Assemble the challenge
fðidxk ; ckÞg1�k�K .

2) Prover computes proof as follows:

Figure 2: Modules of blockchain-based group PDP scheme
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According to the number of challenged blocks, choose random element r Zq and compute R ¼ gr2, in
order to masking blocks.

Aggregate the blocks as

l ¼ cidxk 	 midxk þ r

Then send ðl; RÞ as integrity proof.

ProofVerify. After receiving proof, public verifiers check the integrity in the following way:

For each data block midxk , verifier refers to its record and extracts corresponding ring Lk ¼ fyi;kg1�k�K .
Then it reconstructs part of the signatures: when 1 � i � n� 1, compute

z0i;k ¼ g
si;k
1 y

ci;k
i;k ; z

00
i;k ¼ hsi;k~yci;k ; c0iþ1;k ¼ H1ðLk ; ~y; z0i;k ; z00i;kÞ

After that, compute ~c1;k ¼ H1ðLk ; ~y; z0n;k ; z00n;kÞ.
Finally, check the equation

e
YK
k¼1

~c
cidxk
1;k 	 gl1 ; %

 !
¼ e R 	

YK
k¼1

t
cidxk
idxk

; g2

 !
(1)

If it holds, accept the proof; otherwise, reject.

� Enable Anonymous Dynamic Verification via Linkability

When we discuss how to “update” a block of group shared data, we can easily divide the scenarios into
three cases: adding, deleting and modifying. Obviously, adding a block is in essence the same as uploading a
new block, so the method of SigGen can be easily reused.

In cases of modifying, process of dealing with updated new block can also apply SigGen. However,
either modifying or deleting has another factor to be considered: how to make sure whether users sending
requests are indeed data owners? The authentication of ownership is indispensable for data security, or
else any malicious members can arbitrarily change blocks of others. Taking that in account, we use
linkability of our ring signature to identify whether the requestor is the real owner of data block.

Theorem X. (Linkability) Let L ¼ ðu1; u2; . . . ; unÞ be a ring constitutive of n group members. Data
tags based on ring signature are linkable if there exists a PPT algorithm F 1 which outputs 1/0 with

Pr½F 1ðL; m; m0; r; r0Þ ¼ 0: u ¼ u0� � EðkÞ
and

Pr½F 1ðL; m; m0; r; r0Þ ¼ 1: u 6¼ u0� � EðkÞ
for all sufficiently large k, any u; u0 2 ðu1; u2; . . . ; unÞ, any data block m; m0 and corresponding tags r; r0.
E is some negligible function for sufficiently large k.

The algorithm F 1 outputs 1 when it deems linkability existing in two tags, otherwise it outputs 0.

In our proposal, for two valid data tags r; r0 of block m; m0, it is easy to construct F 1 as judgement of
whether r ¼ ðc1; s1; . . . ; sn; ~y; tÞ; r0 ¼ ðc01; s01; . . . ; s0n; ~y0; t0Þ holds ~y ¼ ~y0. Since r; r0 share the same
ring L, ~y ¼ ~y0 ¼ ½H2ðLÞ�xj generated by the same user uj must holds.

Modifying. Procedure of modifying a block can be seen as uploading a new block m0 to replace the
original m. To prove ownership of original block m, data owner only needs to offer the new tag r0 for
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checking whether ~y ¼ ~y0 holds. In this way, we ensure data sovereignty of owners without adding too much
extra computation and communication overhead.

Deleting. There is no new block to be uploaded in the case of deleting. Therefore, data owner needs to
generate a temporary signature to prove its ownership. Data owner should choose a random message m0 and
generate r0 following the method in SigGen. If ~y ¼ ~y0 holds and r0 is a valid tag, the deleting request can be
identified as coming from the real data owner.

ProofGen. When a group member tries to verify the integrity of some data blocks, there are two
situations: a) the user wants to check some certain blocks; b) the user wants to learn the overall status of
whole data blocks. No matter which situation, K blocks with indices ðidx1; idx2; . . . ; idxKÞ; K � 1 will
be picked out to be challenged. Thus, their procedures follow the same steps:

1) Pick K random element ðcidx1 ; cidx2 ; . . . ; cidxK Þ from Zq. Assemble a challenge request
fðidxk ; ckÞg1�k�K and send it to blockchain network.

2) When cloud service provider receive challenge, it computes integrity proof as follows:

According to the number of challenged blocks, choose random element r Zq and compute R ¼ gr2, in
order to masking blocks.

Aggregate the blocks as

l ¼ cidxk 	 midxk þ r

Then send ðl; RÞ as integrity proof to blockchain network.

ProofVerify. After receiving proof, public verifiers check the integrity in the following way:

For each data block midxk , verifier refers to its own distributed ledger and extracts corresponding ring
Lk ¼ fyi;kg1�k�K .

Then it reconstructs ring signatures of blocks: when 1 � i � n� 1, compute

z0i;k ¼ g
si;k
1 y

ci;k
i;k ; z

00
i;k ¼ hsi;k~yci;k ; c0iþ1;k ¼ H1ðLk ; ~y; z0i;k ; z00i;kÞ

After that, compute ~c1;k ¼ H1ðLk ; ~y; z0n;k ; z00n;kÞ.
Finally, check the Eq. (1). If it holds, accept the proof; otherwise, reject.

5 Security and Performance Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme. We perform a simulation instance
of the proposed scheme based on Hyperledger Fabric. The instance is deployed on a Virtual Private Server
(VPS) with CentOS 8_x64 system, using 1 CPU core@3.8 GHz, 2048MB RAM and 55GB SSD. The smart
contracts are implemented by JAVA, with Pairing-Based Cryptography library (jPBC@2.0.0) and
Hyperledger Fabric SDK for JAVA (v1.4.1).

5.1 Security Analysis

In this part, we will discuss the security properties of our blockchain-based PDP scheme, including
correctness, non-repudiation, unforeability and privacy preserving.

Theorem 3. (Correctness) The proposed scheme has the property of correctness. That is to say, when
most auditors in blockchain network are honest, an integrity proof from CSP cannot pass verification
unless the cloud holds correct data.

Proof. Firstly, we should prove that Eq. (1) holds, which builds the basis of ProofVerify. According to
the preliminary knowledge, the right-hand side of Equation X can be deduced as follows:
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e gl1 	
YK
k¼1

~c
cidxk
1;k ; %

 !
¼ e

YK
k¼1

~c
cidxk
1;k 	 g

cidxk 	midxk
þr

1 ; gp2

 !

¼ e gr1
YK
k¼1
ð~c1;k 	 gmidxk

1 Þcidxk ; gp2
 !

¼ e R 	
YK
k¼1
ð~c1;k 	 gmidxk

1 Þp	cidxk ; g2
 !

¼ e R 	
YK
k¼1

t
cidxk
idxk

; g2

 !

The last equation holds if and only if ~c1;k ¼ c1;k ; k ¼ 1; . . . ; K also holds. Thus, if a proof passes the
checking of Eq. (1), we can ensure that both ownership (contained in c1;k) and content (contained inmidxk ) are
correct.

Theorem 4. (Non-repudiation) When most auditors in blockchain network are honest, a minority of
dishonest auditors control the end result of integrity verification.

Proof. We have proved the correctness of checking integrity proof above. That is to say, if an auditor is
honest, it can always draw a correct result. Since we define the process of checking proof as the validation of
blockchain transactions, the authenticity of final decision relies on the mechanism of how blockchain
network works. Blockchain network is believed to be tamper-free within less than 51% collusion because
more honest auditors will give impartial judgements. Thus, we can say that the proposed scheme can
stand up to attacks from a minority of dishonest auditors.

Theorem 5. (Unforgeability) For any member in group or cloud service provider, forging meta data of
another member is infeasible in polynomial time if and only if the DL assumption holds.

Proof. Let L ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞ be a given ring of n group members. Assume a PPT adversary A, able
to make at most qH times of queries to hash functions H1 and H2 as well as qS times toRSO, can forge ring
signature r with non-negligible probability as

Pr½AðLÞ ! ðm; rÞ:VðL; m; rÞ ¼ 1�. 1

QðkÞ
where Q is polynomial and k is the security parameter. RSO is a ring signature oracle which returns valid
LHARS signatures upon queries of A.

Now we assume that A constructs a PPT simulator M to generate forged signature. Since
p Zq; % ¼ gp2 are the common keys shared by group members, we suppose that M holds ðp; %Þ and
simplify the problem as follows.

Ring Signing Oracle: Given any data blockm, any public key list L ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞ, the ring signing
oracleRSO generate a signature.M simulatesRSO to generate a signature without holding any secret keys
of individual group members.

Without loss of generality, we assume thatM randomly picks r Zq and queries hash function to get
h ¼ H2ðLÞ. Then compute ~y ¼ hr and chooses c1; . . . ; cn; s1; . . . ; sn. Back patch to

ciþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; gsi1 ycii ; hsi~yciÞ; 1 � i � n; nþ 1! 1
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Eventually A successfully forges ðc1; . . . ; cn; s1; . . . ; sn; ~yÞ andM performs rewind-simulation to
generate ðc01; . . . ; c

0
n; s

0
1; . . . ; s

0
n; ~yÞ. Denote the forgery signer of A is j, thenM can obtain xj as follows:

cjþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; gsj1 ycjj ; hsj~ycjÞ

c0jþ1 ¼ H1ðL; ~y; gs
0
j

1 y
c0j
j ; h

s0j~yc
0
jÞ

Remember ~y ¼ hr, then

sj þ cjxj ¼ s0j þ c0jxj

sj þ cjr ¼ s0j þ c0jr

Solve and obtain

xj ¼
sj � s0j
cj � c0j

According to Literature [25], the probability of M to achieve a solution is at least 1
nðqHþnqSÞQðkÞ
� �2

,

which is non-negligible. Therefore, once A is able to forge signature with an advantage of 1
QðkÞ, M is

able to solve Co-CDH problem with an advantage of 1
nðqHþnqSÞQðkÞ
� �2

. Desired contradiction. Theorem is

proved.

Theorem 6. (Privacy Preserving) If and only if DDHP (Decisinal Diffie-Hellman Problem) is hard, in the
random oracle model, the probability of distinguishing signer of an LHARS signature is at most 1n, where n is
the size of ring list L.

Proof. For any g1; h 2 G1, and 1 � j � n, the distribution of ðc1; . . . ; cn; s1; . . . ; snÞ is identical.
Therefore, the probability of a PPT adversary A to distinguish cj; sj from ðc1; . . . ; cn; s1; . . . ; snÞ, in
order to point out the signer uj, is at most 1

n. Literature [25] gives further detailed explanation.

5.2 Performance Analysis

To evaluate the performance of our scheme, we firstly compare the security properties of our proposal
with other two comparable works Knox [19] and Oruta [20]. As shown in Tab. 1, our scheme supports
various important properties including public auditing, identity privacy protection, collusion attack
resistance and traceability. Though the previous works realized three of them, but no one has successfully
integrated all of these before. Thus, we can say our scheme is the most comprehensive work ever done.

To measure the practical performance of our scheme, we also deploy an instance on VPS, which has
1 CPU, 2GB memory and 2TB bandwidth. Based on platform provided by the open source blockchain
project Hyperledger Fabric, we implement the chaincode via its SDK for JAVA. Fabric offers pluggable

Table 1: Performance comparison between different group data PDP schemes

Public auditing Identity privacy protection Collusion attack resistance Traceability

Knox [19] √ √

Oruta [20] √ √

Our proposal √ √ √ √
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consensus services and editable endorsement policies, as well as necessary membership services and
certificate authority management. We configure the benchmark test tool Hyperledger Caliper to evaluate
the performance of our blockchain-based PDP scheme. Caliper enables users to write the test and
network configuration, then launch an instance and execute required smart contracts defined in given
chaincode automatically.

We implement every on-chain algorithm in our scheme, wrapped as functions. All the functions are
contained in different scripts written in Node.js, in order to complete various tasks in PDP auditing.
When someone wants to execute a certain smart contract, it just needs to run the scripts.

Tag generation time is shown in Fig. 3. The red line with dot “●” is the time for computing one tag of our
proposal, while the green line with “▪” is that of Oruta and the purple line with “▲” is for Knox. We control
the size of group/ring which is necessary for generating group/ring signatures. The result shows that Oruta is
no doubt the highest one among three works, and our proposal is less than a half of Knox when the size of
ring is between 2∼10. Knox, as a group signature solution, has stationary performance, since its signature
generation does not rely on the size of group. Our scheme, based on ring signature, is also growing
linearly. It must be noted that, although the computation cost of ring-based solutions depends on the size
of ring, it will not be limitless. Ring signature just need to select a ring with “proper” size to hide the
identity of signer. The ring size in our comparison ranges from 2 to 10, which we think is enough to
cover most cases in practice.

Computational cost for integrity verification is shown in Fig. 4. The computing cost increases in member
numbers. But the cost of per block is still very low. The red line with dot “●” is the time for computing one
tag of our proposal, while the green line with “▪” is that of Oruta and the purple line with “▲” is for Knox.
Since all the three schemes are based on bilinear pairing computation, there is no apparent difference in
verification computation. There is a slight increase as the size of group/ring grows, but not very apparent.
This is because bilinear pairings account for the bulk of the overhead.
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Figure 3: Computational cost for tag generation
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6 Conclusion

This paper focuses on exploring a blockchain-based PDP scheme for group shared data. We analyze the
needs of group data auditing and find that resisting collusion attacks and identity privacy are the most
important two issues. Blockchain network and smart contracts offer a potential solution of reliable
outsourced computation, which makes tag generation and integrity verification free from collusion attack,
and linkable ring signature provides support for anonymous data auditing. We design a novel method of
LHARS scheme as well as a blockchain-based PDP scheme. Security analysis and performance
evaluation prove that our scheme is both secure and efficient.
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